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TIKGAMES AND CREAT STUDIOS TO RELEASE
BOOSTER PACKS FOR THREE PLAYSTATION®
NETWORK GAMES
Add-On Content for “Magic Ball,” “Mahjong Tales: Ancient Wisdom” and
“Cuboid” Coming Soon
April 14, 2009 – TikGames (San Mateo, CA) and Creat Studios (Canton, MA) today announced
the upcoming release of premium downloadable content for their hit PLAYSTATION®Network
(PSN) games, Magic Ball, Cuboid and Mahjong Tales: Ancient Wisdom. Booster Packs will be
available for download on the PLAYSTATION3® computer entertainment system, offered via
the PLAYSTATION®Network, beginning Thursday, April 16th with the release of the Magic
Ball Booster Pack, with additional Booster Packs to follow in the coming weeks.
Magic Ball, a fresh spin on classic brick-breaking gameplay in which players bust apart 3D
environments, offers gamers new action with the release of the Magic Ball Booster Pack,
featuring a whole new world to destroy. Players will be able to smash their way through 25 all
new magical, witch-themed levels, earning a series of new trophies along the way. Custom
music support will also be made available via a free patch download.
Cuboid, a mind-bending 3D puzzle game, will offer gamers three different options for add-on
content. The Cuboid Booster Pack contains 33 new levels that will test even the best players’
skills, rewarding gamers with new trophies. The Cuboid Level Editor allows players to become
level designers and challenge others with their own custom levels. Players can either create a
brand new level from scratch, or improve upon any existing level, created by other players or
taken from the original campaigns. User-created levels can be uploaded to the PSN where they
will be made available to other players (who have downloaded the free patch). Players can also
earn trophies for creating their own levels, and for rating the levels created by others.

“Gamers are going to thoroughly enjoy the Cuboid Level Editor,” said Anatoly Tikhman,
founder and CEO of TikGames. “With this new add-on, anyone can take on the role of game
designer to create and share levels with the rest of the Cuboid online community. Gamers can
choose to create simple yet entertaining levels, or try to build levels that will challenge even the
most cunning Cuboid players.”
The Cuboid Bundle Pack includes both the Booster Pack (33 new levels) and the Level Editor.
Custom music support for Cuboid is also on its way via a free patch download.
The Mahjong Tales: Ancient Wisdom Booster Pack features 25 all new layouts to beat in Infinity
mode, as well as a level editor that allows players to create their own layouts from scratch and
share their creations with other gamers by hosting an online multiplayer game on their customcreated level. Players can then save any new customized level that they have created or played
via online multiplayer invitation to their HDD. Also included is a series of new trophies,
obtainable by only the most dedicated Mahjong players. Highly-requested mouse support will
also be made available via a free patch download.
“We are thrilled with the response that our first three PlayStation Network titles have received
from both the PlayStation community and the media, and we are excited about releasing these
Booster Packs to add to the great gaming experiences that so many PSN players are already
enjoying,” said Vladimir Starzhevsky, CEO of Creat Studios, Inc. “We have listened to our
gamers who have repeatedly asked for more levels, level editors and new trophies, and we’re
thrilled to be able to deliver on so many of their requests.”
Magic Ball, Mahjong Tales: Ancient Wisdom and Cuboid additional downloadable content will include
PLAYSTATION Trophy support and have been rated “E” for Everyone by the Entertainment Software Rating
Board for this platform.

“PlayStation”, “PLAYSTATION” and “PS” Family logo are registered trademarks of Sony Computer
Entertainment Inc. The PLAYSTATION Network Logo is a service mark of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc.
Magic Ball™ is a trademark of Alawar Entertainment, Inc. Game is developed under license from Alawar
Entertainment, Inc. © 2008 Alawar Entertainment, Inc. All rights reserved.

About TikGames: TikGames, LLC was founded in 2002 by Anatoly Tikhman with a plan to
develop the most innovative and entertaining games for digital distribution. Towards that end,
he has built an industry-leading studio to deliver a broad range of top quality proprietary
games. The company is headquartered in San Mateo, California. Further information is available
at www.tikgames.com.

About Creat Studios: Creat Studios, Inc. is a premier developer of current and next-generation
online, console and handheld games. Founded in 1990, Creat's corporate headquarters are located

in Canton, Massachusetts, with development studios in Massachusetts and St. Petersburg, Russia.
Creat Studios is an official developer for Sony PSP, PLAYSTATION 3, Nintendo DS, Wii and
Microsoft XBOX 360, and is a publisher for PlayStation Network. For nearly two decades, Creat
Studios has been delivering the highest standards of quality, expertise and client satisfaction to
the game industry, and has built its business on meeting and exceeding the expectations of its
clients and partners on every project. For more information, please visit www.creatstudios.com.
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